Estimating the causal effects of chronic disease combinations on 30-day hospital readmissions based on observational Medicaid data.
Demonstrate how observational causal inference methods can generate insights into the impact of chronic disease combinations on patients' 30-day hospital readmissions. Causal effect estimation was used to quantify the impact of each risk factor scenario (ie, chronic disease combination) associated with chronic kidney disease and heart failure (HF) for adult Medicaid beneficiaries with initial hospitalizations in 2 New York State counties. The experimental protocol: (1) created matched risk factor and comparator groups, (2) assessed covariate balance in the matched groups, and (3) estimated causal effects and their statistical significance. Causality lattices summarized the impact of chronic disease comorbidities on readmissions. Chronic disease combinations were ordered with respect to their causal impact on readmissions. Of disease combinations associated with HF, the combination of HF, coronary artery disease, and tobacco abuse (in that order) had the highest causal effect on readmission rate (+22.3%); of disease combinations associated with chronic kidney disease, the combination of chronic kidney disease, coronary artery disease, and diabetes had the highest effect (+9.5%). Multi-hypothesis causal analysis reveals the effects of chronic disease comorbidities on health outcomes. Understanding these effects will guide the development of health care programs that address unique care needs of different patient subpopulations. Additionally, these insights bring new attention to individuals at high risk for readmission based on chronic disease comorbidities, allowing for more personalized attention and prioritization of care. Multi-hypothesis causal analysis, a new methodological tool, generates meaningful insights from health care claims data, guiding the design of care and intervention programs.